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open, fruitful & unbiased modest growth in 2016

[Chairman’s message] [Greece Country Risk Report - BMI Research view]

Dear Members,
We are welcoming the New Year
under the continuing pressure of a long
lasting and on-going social and financial
crisis. The Greek entrepreneurial
community has endured most of
the consequences of this long lasting
recession and is further challenged by an environment that
unfortunately does not promote investments, growth and
employment opportunities.
Of course, the ramifications of this continuing economic
depression are devastating not only for the private sector and
each and every business, but for the entire society and the
future of Greece.
The member companies of HeDA need to cope with a series
of market dysfunctions and unpredictable circumstances –
side effects of six full years of recession. Therefore we stand
absolutely aligned with all entrepreneurial efforts and initiatives
that will enhance business opportunities and will, methodically
and rapidly, lead Greek economy to extroversion, openness
and innovation, the three pillars that attract investment capital.
HeDA’s contribution towards this direction has always been
connected to the principle of open, fruitful and unbiased
consultation with all involved parties and stakeholders.
Although 2016 does not come bearing gifts and promises, we
have the will, the know how and the experience to support
bilateral cooperation with the Netherlands and thus promote
entrepreneurship, innovation, investments, trade and the vast
aspects of Greek civilization and culture.

Greece’s economy will register modest growth in 2016, following a large recession in 2015.
Despite this, government spending cuts and dire domestic conditions will ensure
households remain under extreme pressure.
Greece’s political agenda will be dominated by the government’s progress implementing
bailout reforms, recapitalising of the banking sector, and coping with the huge numbers of
migrants entering the country.
Greece’s current account will remain firmly in surplus in 2016 and 2017, reducing the
potential for funding strains to emerge in the financial account.
Major Forecast Changes
We have upgraded our estimate for the current account to come in at 1.5% of GDP in
2015 from 0.8% previously, as the impact of capital controls has restricted imports even
more than we expected.
We have also revised up our forecasts for inflation to 0.5% in 2016 and 1.2% in 2017, from
-0.2% and 0.9% previously, as economic uncertainty pushes up food prices.
Key Risks
There is scope for bailout funds to be withheld as the government struggles to implement
tough reforms demanded by Greece’s creditors. This could temporarily dent the
economic recovery depending on how long the funds are withheld for.
In a more extreme case, a failure to pass reforms in parliament would put substantial
pressure on the Syriza administration. Destabilising elections or a collapse in government
remains a possibility in 2016. V
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Wishing you all a Happy New Year!

George Kotsalos

2013
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The Netherlands EU-Presidency

[Looking at the European agenda, Netherlands expects to focus on four challenges: migration and
international security; a deeper and fairer internal market; a strong Eurozone currency union; and a
forward-looking climate and energy policy.]
In the first six months of 2016, the Netherlands holds the presidency of the council of the European Union. Dutch
ministers and other officials will chair numerous ministerial and other meetings of the EU, in addition to Jeroen
Dijsselbloem’s chairmanship of the Eurogroup.
As one of the founding members of the EEC, the Netherlands has been at the forefront of the project that has
evolved into today’s EU. As a country with ideals, confidence and its own European identity, we want to connect
to the world. That is our history and that is who we are. That is what the Netherlands wants to convey during its
presidency.
Our presidency comes at a time when the world’s eyes are upon Europe. Vast challenges await us. Terrorist
attacks, migration flows outside and inside the EU’s borders, member states reconsidering their position in our
Union. It is also a time when people question the EU’s value and its ability to make difficult, common and
sustainable decisions. They feel ‘Brussels’ is beyond their control. But at the same time, people demand answers
and solutions from Europe, on the migration crisis for example.
Looking at the European agenda, we expect to devote much of our attention to four issues that lie at the heart
of Europe’s current challenges: migration and international security; a deeper and fairer internal market; a strong
Eurozone currency union; and a forward-looking climate and energy policy.
Three principles will guide our presidency. Firstly, a focus on the main issues: the EU should focus on where
its intervention is needed most, such as on the current migration crisis. Secondly, a Union that connects with
citizens. We want to focus on transparency and visibility. We can do this by attending to the questions and needs
of citizens, businesses and organizations. And the third guiding principle: innovation leading to growth and jobs.
Innovation should be our path to solving the economic crisis; and Europe can make a difference by realizing a digital
single market, deepening the internal market and kick-starting the potential for innovation by reforming national
economies.
The future of Europe is in innovation. In the 21st century, knowledge and innovation are the main safeguard for
our competitiveness. The EU’s single market is another key, as it enables businesses to offer their products to 500
million consumers with the same set of rules and without trade barriers. There is still much untapped potential in
the single market; which is why it is important that we continue to deepen it and make it even fairer.
In the past few years, 60% of newly created jobs in the Netherlands have been created by companies less than
five years old. Start-ups are transforming our economy. We will give them specific attention during our Presidency.
In Greece, we can easily do this through my predecessor’s initiative: Orange Grove. I count on your
Follow t
continued support for Orange Grove, also in this context.
EU-pres he Netherlands
Finally, relying on the strength of the EU’s common market, we must not turn inwards but
idenc
remain open to and grasp the opportunities in the rest of the world. That means that, as the
Twitter y on social med
ia: EU, we should continue to invest in free trade agreements with countries outside of the EU.
– @EU2
I hope you will join us in working on the future of the European Union. A future in which all
016NL
YouTube
citizens,
all businesses and member states feel represented, whereby we all support each other
–
E
U2016
Instagra
in
the
global
playing field.
N
L
m – @E
For further information on the Dutch EU Presidency, visit www.eu2016.nl or contact the Embassy
U
2
0
Flickr –
16NL
in Athens.
EU
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Caspar Veldkamp
Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands»
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Cooperation between HeDA and iNFODATA
Dear Members,
We are proud to announce our cooperation with EUROPAGES
the multilingual B2B platform where millions of buyers visit each
month to select their suppliers and get in touch with new customers,
partners or distributors worldwide.
The Hellenic Dutch Association of Commerce & Industry (HeDA)
has taken the initiative to further promote our website www.heda.
com.g and our members in the Dutch version of EUROPAGES
www.europages.nl to further strengthen our members’ visibility in
a B2B network of buyers searching suppliers in their decision buying
process.
iNFODATA www.infodata.gr, the official agents of EUROPAGES in
Greece and Cyprus, with over 22 years’ experience in B2B export
marketing solutions. V

Welcoming a Promising New Year
[HeDA Members celebrated the arrival of 2016]
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«Our vision is to become a strong
liaison for trade development between the two countries and to
sustain the excellent business culture that already exists by fortifying
our communications channels» said
HeDA Chairman George Kotsalos,
during his welcome speech at the
customary New Year’s Pita Event.
Before giving the floor to the Ambassador of the Nederlands Mr.
Caspar Veldkamp, Mr. Kotsalos underlined the main actions of HeDA
during 2015 (go to page 12 for detailed presentation) and informed
members on the next steps to be
taken in 2016.
Ambassador Caspar Veldkamp,
stressed that the custom of New
Year’s Pitta is about having a year
full of good luck, «something all
Greeks need, since last year was
an awkward and difficult one for
companies and full of uncertainty
for their personnel. The Netherlands EU-Presidency presents a
number of challenges and will require special alertness in matters
such as competitiveness, migration
and refugee asylum, proving to be a
worrisome and important issue for
Europe. Steps are taken, minister E.
Tsakalotos has informed me about
the first review developments and
I do hope we will soon be able to
wrap it up so as Greece to move
towards debt relief. Of course everytime I meet with the Government,
I remind them that the investment
climate has much to do with its attitude. At this moment I find it difficult to persuade Dutch companies
to invest in Greece. But I am sure
we can move towards new opportunities in Greece. We need more
examples of a vibrant private sector, of innovative entrepreneurship
and export driven growth. In the
Netherlands we have noticed that
by the end of 2014 60% of all new
jobs have been created by companies less than 5 years old. And
today, as Orange Grove is moving
towards the next phase, I am positive that something is happening,
something is growing and renewing
in Greece. Yes, good luck is what
we need, but we also need to move
ourselves in a position to meet good
luck!». V
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Eurogroup’s key issues

Migration Policy

Eurogroup President Jeroen Dijsselbloem (photo)
comments on the Greek Agenda, following the
Eurogroup meeting of 14 January 2016:
«We were informed by the Commission, the ECB and
the IMF on the state of play, and by the ESM. A lot of
progress and work has been done in terms of programme
implementation, further development and it has been a
very cooperative process. This has been emphasised by
all sides. So that was very good news. We discussed the
next steps and took stock of where we are on the ESM
programme. Significant progress, a lot has been achieved
after the summer of course. Specifically before the end of
the year on the banking sector, where as you remember
roughly €5bn was put into the banks, which is a much lower number than we initially had
expected. We are now entering a new phase of the programme, working towards the
first review - the completion of the first review I should say - which is of course critical as it
deals with a number of open fiscal issues, but also structural measures such as the pension
reform. It is of decisive importance for the overall success of the programme and essential
to get Greece’s economic recovery back on track. So in our discussions we did not go
into depth into for example the pension reform proposal, we just took stock of where
we are in the process. The institutions have put a number of questions on more detailed
information to the Greek government. We stress the importance to have that exchange of
information very quickly, so that the institutions can travel to Athens to start the work there
on the review in a very short period. And then we will take stock of the situation at our
next meeting in February 2016. The institutions and the Greek Minister for Finance, Euclid
Tsakalotos, briefed the Eurogroup on the next steps in implementing Greece’s economic
adjustment programme.
The institutions intend to start the first review of the programme implementation and are
expected to focus on the following key issues:
• pension reform
• the 2016 budget
• medium-term fiscal strategy
• modernisation of Greece’s public administration
• financial sector reforms
• reforms in the electricity sector
Ministers called on the Greek authorities to cooperate constructively with the institutions
to ensure a smooth and thorough first review. Successful completion of this exercise would
pave the way for decisions on possible debt relief measures and an IMF programme, as
agreed by the heads of state or government in July 2015.

On December 7 and 8, the Minister of Defense of the
Netherlands, Mrs. Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert, visited
Greece together with her colleague for migration, State
Secretary for Security and Justice Mr. Klaas Dijkhoff. Both
ministers discussed the upcoming EU presidency, including
the migration crisis, the follow-up of the Paris attacks
and future terrorist threats, as well as matters regarding
NATO and bilateral cooperation. On December 8
meetings were conducted with Greece’s alternate
minister for Migration Policy, Mr. Ioannis Mouzalas and his
colleague for Public Order, Mr. Nikolaos Toskas. On the
same day, both Dutch ministers, accompanied by Minister
Kammenos and Greek police, migration and public
order officials, travelled by helicopter to visit the EU/
Schengen external border, including the islands of Chios
and Samos. The delegation, which was accompanied by
ambassador Caspar Veldkamp, visited Chios to witness
progress regarding the operationalization of the EU’s
‘hotspots’ concept. They also met with representatives
of UNHCR and Frontex. The visit helped the Dutch
side to acquire more knowledge of the situation on the
ground and discuss the necessary implementation of EU
decisions regarding the migration crisis with various Greek
authorities.

[getting Greece’s economic recovery back on track]

European Semester
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The Eurogroup exchanged views on the implementation of the 2015 euro area
recommendation and discussed the draft Council recommendation on economic policy
of the euro area for 2016, which is scheduled to be approved by the ECOFIN Council on
15 January 2016.
Ministers agreed on five policy priorities for the euro area in 2016-2017, based on a European
Commission proposal:
• structural reforms
• supporting employment
• sound fiscal policies
• reducing debt
• continuing the deepening of the Economic and Monetary Union V

[Visit of ministers of Defense and Migration]

9 million euros for migration crisis in Greece

The Dutch government has decided to support the work
of the Red Cross in Greece with 1 million euro in order to
improve the reception of refugees in Greece. Moreover,
the Netherlands has sent additional equipment, including
beds, for the refugees in Greece, at the request of the
Greek authorities. The Netherlands had already donated
half a million euros to the UN refugee agency UNHCR
for their work on the Greek islands in August 2015 and
decided to increase its voluntary contribution with 9
million euro for 2016. It also contributes in kind through
the EU border agency Frontex, in the areas of border
control, identification and registration on the islands. This
contribution will soon be expanded.
“The migration crisis affects all of us, in northern Europe
and also here,” said the Dutch ambassador in Athens,
Caspar Veldkamp. “It is important that we get the situation
under control. The Netherlands is not a large country, but
we do our share”, he says. There are also many Dutch
volunteers working in Greece through organizations such
as the Salvation Army, Médecins du Monde and several
Dutch volunteer organizations. V

35 χρόνια

φροντίζουμε
για τους πελάτες μας
κι αυτό έχει σημασία
Εδώ και 35 χρόνια είμαστε δίπλα στους πελάτες μας με ασφαλιστικά
προγράμματα που προσαρμόζονται σε κάθε ανάγκη της ζωής τους.
Στην NN Hellas πιστεύουμε ότι όλοι πρέπει να έχουν πρόσβαση σε
κατάλληλες και ποιοτικές υπηρεσίες υγείας.
Γιατί το να νιώθεις ασφαλής, έχει σημασία.
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5 ways the Paris Agreement can make a difference to business
[If we don’t act, climate change could have devastating impacts on overall growth (WEF Agenda)]
We know that Paris could determine our ability to keep
global warming below 2 degrees and avoid its catastrophic
impacts. But it will also be a key determinant of future
economic growth and development.
If we don’t act, climate change could have devastating impacts on
overall growth and wipe out development gains of the last century.
The costs are becoming increasingly clear - some studies estimate
that the world has already spent US$2.7 trillion more on natural
disasters than usual.
And we can’t forget the human costs. It is the world’s poorest – who
are least responsible for climate change – who stand to lose the most.
Runaway climate change would condemn millions to a life of poverty
and cause us to fail to meet the Sustainable Development Goal
of eradicating extreme poverty by 2030. This is not an acceptable
outcome.
Beyond the imperative of avoiding these disastrous impacts, there’s
actually a strong economic opportunity in addressing climate change.
As the Global Commission on the Economy and Climate has
extensively researched, low-carbon investments would bring multiple
economic benefits, including growth, jobs and long-term resilience.
At Unilever, we’re already starting to see the results of our ambition
to decouple growth from our environmental footprint. Not only
have we made substantial savings from eco-efficiency in our factories,
we’re also seeing that our most sustainable brands are our best
performers.
The business and economic case for a strong agreement in Paris is
clear. A strong deal in the Paris climate conference would encourage
businesses and investors to contribute to building a low-carbon and
more resilient global economy in five important ways:

ships for forest protection and
agricultural production - the
so-called Produce and Protect
approach to source commodities only from areas that
cause zero deforestation.

3. Growing and
using more food
per hectare
One of the most striking of
the Sustainable Development Goals is the world’s
determination to end
hunger, improve nutrition
and promote sustainable Paul
Polman,
CEO Unil
agriculture by 2030. Cliever
mate change is a major
threat to achieving this
goal, reducing crop yields, pushing prices
up and increasing food insecurity.
We need to increase the amount of food we grow per hectare,
reduce food waste – in our fields and plates, restore 25% of the
world’s agricultural land which is severely degraded, and find
sustainable models to feed around 10 billion people by 2050.
Conscious of the great potential to make agriculture more efficient
and sustainable, business leaders like Strive Masiyiwa of Econet
Wireless are helping people to see it as an economic opportunity,
not just a moral imperative.

1. Stimulating innovation and investment in
renewable energy

4. Accelerating low-carbon development
in the world’s cities

With 40% of the world’s electricity still coming from coal, we’ve got
a real opportunity to redefine how we power our businesses and
economies in the coming years. Renewable energy could reduce
emissions but also create jobs and improve public health. The U.S.
solar industry is creating jobs twenty times faster than the overall
economy.
Even without further innovation, the International Energy Agency
estimates that investing in energy efficiency measures that are already
available today would boost cumulative economic output by US$18
trillion by 2035.

One of the most striking trends of our time has been rapid
urbanization – around half of the world’s population lives in cities, and
this is expected to reach 70%, or 10 billion people, within 30-40 years.
In the next 15 years alone, around US$90 trillion will go into
urbanisation. This gives us a tremendous business opportunity to
build low-carbon, more resilient cities that can generate stronger
growth and improve our quality of life. This means developing public,
non-motorised and low-emission transport, and putting in place
renewable energy and efficient waste management.

2. Safeguarding the true value of our forests
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Forests are often greatly undervalued even though they supply
ecosystems critical for food security and biodiversity, provide a
source of livelihoods for 1.6 billion people, and play a critical role in
climate change. They have the potential to absorb and store about
10% of global carbon emissions projected for the first half of this
century, provided we conserve them and stop further emissions from
deforestation.
Paris is an opportunity to commit to doing more by working together
to pursue ‘triple win’ opportunities to reduce emissions by protecting
forests, increase agricultural productivity and food security, and
improving rural livelihoods.
One promising route forward is the potential for place-based partner-

5. M
 aking long term investments
in the low carbon economy

Many businesses are already vocal supporters of strong government
action on climate change. Through coalitions like We Mean Business
and the B Team, we have publicly called for net zero emissions by
2050 - it’s the only way we can confidently limit global warming to
2 degrees.
Businesses and governments need to work together and make a joint
commitment if we want to address climate change effectively and
quickly. Only a long-term and ambitious goal at Paris will allow us to
mobilise the resources – both economic and human – needed for a
transition to a low-carbon economy.
It is our responsibility as businesses to deliver ambitious solutions
and technologies to bring us low-carbon, inclusive and sustainable
growth. There is no excuse not to act. Let’s seize the opportunities of
the low-carbon economy and create green growth that benefits all. V

• Paul Polman is CEO of Unilever and Chairman of the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development. You can follow Paul on Twitter @PaulPolman.
• Unilever has been named as a leader in the 2015 Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) results.

Sustainable Consumption and Production

[decisions and actions taken by consumers may have a serious impact on the environment]
Global Sustain announced its new Yearbook at the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) SwitchMed Connect event, the first eco
and social innovations gathering in the Mediterranean that took place in Barcelona on October 29-30. The company is preparing the ninth
Yearbook edition in collaboration with the SwitchMed and the Regional Activity Centre for Sustainable Consumption and Production of
the UNEP.
In times where material wealth is cherished, global population is rising and there is evergrowing consumption, the process by which products and services are delivered to our
doors needs to embrace a sustainable model. On the other hand, decisions and actions
taken by consumers may have a serious impact on the environment. The challenge is to
manage these interdependencies in a way that human development advances without
causing harm to the environment and our planetary boundaries. Circular economy
maximises the business potential to transform environmental challenges into economic
opportunities, innovation, and better life quality.
Among others, this Yearbook will address the following topics:
• Priority sectors for circular economy
• New consumption models
• Sustainable lifestyles
• Life cycle thinking
• Policies, strategies and action plans
• Sustainable value chain
• Eco-innovation
• Resource efficiency improvement
• Sustainable Packaging
• Sustainable Consumption and Production (SCP) measurement and communication
The ninth carbon neutral Yearbook will feature leading CEOs, corporations and organisations from all around the world, with SCP and circular
economy efforts well-integrated into their organisational fabric. Moreover, there will be extensive research and photographic material. The
publication will come out in June 2016 and will be presented at special events throughout 2016..
The publication was announced at the SwitchMed Connect by Michael Spanos, Managing Director of Global Sustain, who delivered a
speech on market links and partnerships with big business. Global Sustain presented the publication to more than 400 stakeholders from
Mediterranean countries, leading start-ups and entrepreneurs, industry agents, change agents, policy and financial institutions. V
For more information related to the Yearbook series please visit: http://globalsustain.org/en/yearbook.
For more information related to the SwitchMed Connect please visit: www.switchmedconnect.com.

Exportgate digital library, one of the most comprehensive libraries
on the web, is now further enriched with new trade-related material
and resources.
Currently, Exportgate members enjoy access to market and industry
information for 190 countries from all over the world. Information
and resources provided cover a wide range of macroeconomic,
trade, legal, tax issues, consumer behavior trends and best business
practices recommendations. Additionally, the Portal’s user-friendly
tools allow for product and country benchmarking, as well as for
a detailed view of the historical flows of a specific product to the
country(ies) of interest. Exportgate members may also seek new
business opportunities, based on their product and target country,
by exploiting their access to more than 1 million tenders published
annually from countries around the world and monitoring the
continuously updated posts. In parallel, they can search in the
portal’s databases of more than 150.000 importers from over 25
countries worldwide. On top of these, members may have an
overall view of the potential counterparty by referring to the data
and financial reports for more than 200 million companies available
in the Exportgate library’s environment in cooperation with Dun &
Bradstreet (D&B).
Through the rich and continuously updated content, resources and
statistics of Exportgate’s Digital Library, Exportgate members have
a valuable ally to their business planning and trade endeavors. V
Not already a member? Visit https://www.exportgate.gr/main/
register and join our Exportgate community.

Agro Business event in Thessaloniki
The Second Agricultural Business Summit
organized by The Economist Events in
association with the Netherlands Embassy in
Athens and HeDA as supporting organization
took place on December 8th 2015 in
Thessaloniki. Current developments regarding
the sector of agribusiness and leadership
strategies to lead Greece and Europe towards
growth and prosperity were key focus points
during the summit. High profile speakers from
Greece and abroad representing the fields of
politics, business, technology and science shared
their expertise, knowledge and prospects with
the summit’s exceptional audience, within the
context of a constructive dialogue under the
chairmanship of The Economist’s analyst John
Andrews and Mrs. Nectaria Passarivakis. The
Embassy was represented by deputy head of
mission, Mr. Robert-Jan Sieben, and sr. economic
and trade policy officer Mrs. Siwarde J. Sap.
The Agricultural Business Summit
was a valuable conference, where
years
experts from various fields within
the agro-sector were brought
together and started shaping new
strategies for agribusiness policies
and opportunities. V
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Corporate Profiles (new regular and subscription members)
BCD Travel was founded on Jan. 3, 2006, when BCD Group announced its decision to purchase TQ3 Travel
Solutions Management Holding GmbH and a majority interest in The Travel Company. These two companies were
combined with WorldTravel BTI under one ownership to form BCD Travel. The company formally began trading
under its new brand on March 31, 2006. BCD Travel helps companies make the most of what they spend on travel.
For travelers, this means keeping them safe and productive, and equipping them to make good choices on the road. For travel and procurement
managers, it means advising them on how to grow the value of their travel program. For executives, we ensure that the travel program supports
company objectives. In short, we help our clients travel smart and achieve more. We make this happen in 111 countries with 11,000 creative, committed
and experienced people. And it’s how we maintain an industry-leading client-retention rate of more than 97%, with 2014 sales of US$24.2 billion. We
offer end-to-end travel services to our clients, covering all their travel needs. Our services are grouped into 3 distinct business streams:
CORPORATE TRAVEL: we provide a full range of corporate travel services, at the most competitive prices in the market. Our proprietary tools allow
us to be flexible, innovative, and solutions-driven, whilst providing you with a range of tailor-made reports that allow you to monitor your travel activity
around the clock. All this, in a fully transparent, open-book manner.
MEETINGS, INCENTIVES, CONGRESSES, AND EVENTS (MICE): we have a dedicated team of MICE consultants that work with you to design and
organize any type of corporate event; whether this is an internal business function at your premises, or an international conference or congress at the
other side of the world, we have the experience and expertise to make this a stress-free and memorable event for you and your guests.
BUSINESS CONSULTANCY: we work with you to define, design, and implement a process that suits the needs of your organization, complies with
your corporate governance, risk management, and sustainability practices, and is benchmarked against best-in-class practices.
35 Kapnikareas Str., 105 56 Athens, T +30 213 0181000, areti.tsilika@bcdtravel.gr V
“EVEL - I. DIMOPOULOS S.A.” was founded in 1949 from the late John Dimopoulos.
Through the years, distinguished for the continuous development, the company enlarged the manufacturing
capability and flexibility being able to offer several products for the construction market. Since 1965 the company is
located in self-owned facilities in the Hamomilos, Attikis industrial zone, just 10km from the center of Athens. Since
1998, our company has The International Certificate of Quality Security ISO-9001 (Bureau Veritas). EVEL I. DIMOPOULOS S.A has the ability to
supply you with the following products: Steel Space Frames in accordance with system Mero, Steel Structures and Metal Buildings, Glazing Structures
(Atriums, Facades, Canopies, Doors), Facades (general & firerated), Glazing doors (multipurpose & firerated), Steel Doors (multipurpose, louvre,
firerated, security, soundproof, x-ray proof etc), Steel Door Frames for wooden & glazed doors, Wooden doors (multi purpose, firerated, x-ray proof,
soundproof etc), Accessories for doors (handles, panic bars,drop seals), Automatic doors, Moveable partitions, Decorative & Acoustic panels, WPC
External Deck, Firerolling shutters, Firecurtains, Industrial Doors (Security Shutters, Stacking Doors, Speed Doors etc), 19’’Metal Racks & cabinets,
CNC Sheet Metal Processing. The design and analysis is made inhouse from our own certified and experienced engineers with the support of state
of the art software.The manufacturing as well as the erection is made from well trained personnel under the surveillance of experienced supervisors
and with confirmity to the current rules and “best practices” having as a result the complete delivery of the project and the satisfaction of our client.
112 Ionias Str., Acharnai - Athens, T +30 210 2389771, F +30 210 2389770, sales@evel.gr V
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MACON has been for decades one of the
most trustworthy Greek distributors of modern
construction materials. In a world of rapidly evolving
building techniques and products, MACON stays
always up-to-date. We scout for the new and
the advanced in every construction-related field
of technology: from basement waterproofing to
green roofs. Over the years, we have built our international distribution network
to meet the ever-expanding export clientele. Cooperating mainly with European
producers, we deliver full trucks and containers to Middle East, Africa and Europe.
We are able to offer our clients prime quality products at competitive prices because
we have the proper logistics infrastructure - logistics center 15.000m2 all covered and we enjoy the confidence of the world’s leading industries.
PRODUCT RANGE
• Dimple membranes
• Self-adhesive bitumen tapes
• Fiberglass mesh fabrics
• Metal frames for drywall building
• Polypropylene fibers
• Geotextiles
• Antimold-antibacterial paints - BIONI SYSTEM FOOD provides safe, fast, efficient
and sustainable treatment of surfaces specialized on food and drink industries.
• Building thermal insulation systems
• Tile adhesives
MACON SA, 28 Michail Psellou Str., 54655, Thessaloniki,
T +30 2310 428900, F +30 2310 415100, info@macon.gr V

Regular Members
We also welcome our regular members

• EUROBANK ERGASIAS SA

8, Othonos Str., 105 57 Athens
https://www.eurobank.gr
Europhone Banking 24 hours
T+30 210 95 55 000 or 801 111 1144 from a landline.

• Mrs. MPOTSOGLOU MARIA

(Tourist information services, ticketing and tours for
people with special needs)
5, Kallidopoulou Str., 54641 Thessaloniki,
T +30 6944823156

and our new Subscription Member

• Mrs. ADAMIDOU NENIA (PANAGIOTA)
Attorney-at-law
19, N. Kountouriotou Str., 54625 Thessaloniki
T+30 2310 547117
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the Coco-Mat Miracle...

[Surfing on a mattress made by sea weed, eucalyptus, down and lavender, Paul Efmorfides, once a lean village boy living
on scarce resources, made his dreams come true, by helping other people sleep peacefully on nature...]
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Coco-Mat, an originally family business which makes beds and mattresses out of natural materials, is expanding despite
the country’s economic crisis. The company, which has a workforce of 220 and last year raked in over $75 million, is based
in the picturesque mountains in north-eastern Greece. But it is now increasing its retail outlets - 60 stores in 11 countries
across Europe, Asia, the Middle East and the U.S.
Paul Efmorfidis, is married, is the father of four and currently lives in Amsterdam, the birthplace of his wife. The Coco-Mat
Miracle boy from Southern Peloponesse, speaks to HeDA NL, about living, sleeping and non-stop dreaming of sustainable
growth, of leaving a friendly footprint and an «out of the box» legacy for future generations.

Coco-Mat specializes in manufacturing sustainable
mattresses and bed products made of coco fibre, natural
rubber, wool, cotton, goose down, horsehair, silk, linen,
wood and even seaweed. «The entire philosophy of
the company is to spread the pleasure of Greek culture
everywhere,» says Sparta-born company founder Paul
Efmorfidis. «That includes hospitality, eating, drinking,
laughing, talking and, of course, sleeping.»
Efmorfides thought up the idea for the beds in his 20s
while taking a nap on top of seaweed on a Spartan beach.
Each component helps a person’s health. Seaweed doesn’t
trigger asthma, allergies, and thyroid hormones; horsehair
eases rheumatism; cactus regulates humidity, and coconut
fiber helps ventilation and maintains elasticity for over 20
years.
«Socrates, Plato, Aristotle: they used to sleep on mattresses
made out of cotton, made out of seaweed, made out of
aroma therapy. So the principle is the same» according to
Coco-Mat’s co-founder Paul Efmorfides. «We follow the
tradition of all these wise
people, and nowadays
we produce non-metal
beds and mattresses».
The design and philosophy

behind Coco-Mat has contributed to making it a commercial
success both at home and abroad. It also has a very different
approach to the «try before you buy» policy. In Amsterdam
and New York the company offers potential buyers the
chance to test drive its mattresses in a no-strings-attached
napping arrangement. Shoppers looking to find their dream
bed are given complimentary food, drink, slippers, a robe
and access to private rooms equipped with showers and
comfy big beds in which they will hopefully fall asleep for a
few hours at a time.
The idea of giving customers such a different shopping
experience adheres to the company’s philosophy that it
takes more than five minutes to determine what type of
bed you would want for the next 20 years.
According to Efmorfides, Greeks should take this more
natural approach as they seek change. Discussing the most
common and sometimes unbearable hardships of being
an entrepreneur in Greece, Efmorfides is straightforward:
«There is no such thing as a rose garden, when it comes to
entrepreneurship, no matter where you try to set up your
business. It is always like running a Marathon. The road is
long and full of ups and downs, competition is hard and it
takes time. You sweat, you suffer, you get discouraged, but
you can never give up, because in the end the only enemy
is one’s self. But, one should always remember that there
is no such thing as carefree entrepreneurship. In Greece
the problem is bureaucracy, in Holland, the reluctance
of salesmen to approach the customer, to be helpful, to
smile, so the Marathon is endless.»
With 5 manufacturing units, all of them in Xanthi - Thrace,
northern Greece, Efmorfides is affirmative: «Concerning
mattresses and beds Xanthi will continue to be our sole
manufacturing unit, mainly because of the culture and
craftmanship of our Greek team. Our beds are made
by hand using cactus and coconut fiber, real seaweed,
horsehair, and wool. The materials are sterilized and
sprayed with natural rubber. Though it is a pitty we can’t
buy the wool we need from Greece, because our country
could easily make €50 million annualy only from properly
exploiting sheep-wool. We have tried to teach shephards
to shave and wash wool, but the whole effort ended
when we realized that the sacs where filled with stones.
Unfortunately Greece is governed by incompetent and

Coco-Mat is a Concept...

non-existent politicians, who seem unable to understand
that in every word they speak, in every action they take
they should promote trade.
After mattresses, beds, pillows, bed linen and furniture,
Efmorfides surprised us all by designing and manufucturing
a wooden bicycle. Weighing maximum 17 kilos this unique
bike is made of oak and is the latest, but not the last
product from his eco-friendly company COCO-MAT. The
bike is a Greek patent, is thoroughly «made in Greece»
and each buyer is invited to actively contribute to the
reforestation project stimulated by the company. «In
Greece it is considered a sign of privation to ride your

bike to work or to go see a movie or to go out with your
girlfriend. So everybody drives a car, no matter how short
the distance, no matter how damaging the carbon fumes
are to the environment. This is why car companies, should
perhaps be obliged to place the exhaustion in the front of
the automobile instead of the rear», Efmorfides comments.
The new line of products to be launched will follow us
in the shower. Soft, emulsifying and natural bubble baths
and shampoos, a delicate mixture of olive oil, honey and
Greek herbs packaged in refillable bottles made of reed
or pumpkins (family size) will be available in all Coco-Mat
hotels and soon in Coco-Mat stores.
According to Paul Efmorfides, Coco-Mat is not about
products and lines of business. Coco-Mat is a concept, a
way of living and acting, a way to approach life: «Passion
and business partners play a major role in a successful
company, among other numerous insights. If you don’t
love the person next to you, the company doesn’t work.
In the end, everything is simple. Even this bike is simple...
There are only walls there when you start a business...
When you startup, everyone is against you. You have to
find a loophole to touch their hearts!» V

Philips & Disney
a unique
partnership
Everyone loves a great Story and Disney has
been creating them for 90 years. Philips has
been creating lighting for even longer. Both
Disney & Philips share a common belief, to focus
on and improve well-being and happiness.
By coming together we can do that for
children in a unique magical way. We can help
make their bedrooms become inspiring places
for them to read, sleep, play and dream; with
Imaginative Lighting.
Everyone knows how active and amazing a child’s imagination can be and their bedrooms are a portal to it.
By combining the experience and innovation of Philips with the fantastic magical world of Disney and its rich storytelling
content, Imaginative Lighting has the power to transform bedrooms into worlds of wonder. It can spark imagination,
make key moments more special and routines more fun. It can make story time more enchanting and absorbing.
It can help all children feel safer at night, sleep better and wake brighter.
Together we can inspire amazing memories, with exciting, dynamic and interactive lighting that every family can trust
years
and enjoy.

There is a Philips and Disney lighting solution for every moment of a child’s day!
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Vivechrom: “colouring” the Smile of the Child
Vivechrom, the largest
paints and coatings company in Greece, and member of the multinational
group AkzoNobel, in the
framework of its active
Corporate Social Responsibility Program offered the paints for the maintenance of the non-profit
organization’s æ«The Smile of the Child» premises in Kareas area, in
the district of Athens. Vivechrom, actively reinforcing activities aimed at
strengthening the operational and technological base of learning, cultural and
subsistence facilities, supported an initiative undertaken by the employees’
of MSD pharmaceutical, which is part of several voluntary actions that took

HeDA:What we have Achieved in 2015

• Informative meeting for members on «Synergies Public-Private Partnerships
in the field of International Health - The Dutch experience» (with SEV &
HAIC).
• Online opinion survey of Association members.
• Business lunch hosted by the Ambassador of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands Mr. Jan Versteeg at his residence in honor of the Minister
of Economy, Infrastructure, Marine and Tourism Mr. George Stathakis.
• Dinner in honor of the retirement of the Ambassador of the Kingdom
of the Netherlands in Athens, Mr. Jan Versteeg.
• The patronage of the first dialogue event on the economy by the
International Club CAPITALS Business Circle, on «Sustainability as
a strategic factor for the Economic Development and Corporate
Performance».
• Institutional partner and media sponsor in the Forum for Sustainability
2015 for the 4th consecutive year in Athens.
• Sponsorship of the music concert P.C.C.C. with Dutch musicians which
was held in Thessaloniki Concert Hall with the honorary presence of
the Ambassador of the Netherlands Mr. Caspar Veldkamp.
• Supporting the 2nd Economist Agro Business Conference, Thessaloniki.

place on December 4th throughout Greece, in the framework of MSD’s
established Volunteer Day. More specifically, Vivechrom offered 150 liters
of premium quality paints for the purpose of refurbishing the facilities of
the «The Smile of the Child» in the area of Kareas, and thus refreshing
the everyday life of dozens of children, which are accommodated in the
particular house. It is also worth noting that in the framework of MSD’s
corporate volunteerism with respect to «Kareas’ Home», the company’s
employees with great pleasure painted the walls of «The Smile of the Child»
premises with Vivechrom’s paints. Vivechrom and MSD’s employees’
consistently standing by our fellow citizens, generously offered smiles to
the children which are accommodated to the home of the non-profit
organization «The Smile of the Child» by adding color to their lives, with
the wish and hope for a better future. V

• The non-profit company «Alliance for Greece», reinforcing the
extroversion of the Association bringing interesting joint initiatives.
• The company for social networking benefits «Lighthouse».
• Eurobank through its online portal «Exportgate.gr» to highlight and
promote Greek products and services abroad.
• Synergy with the export marketing provider ‘Infodata’ through the
website «Europages.nl».
• Expanding the number of the Board Members to eleven (11).
Members: 176 members, of which 11 supporting members, 113 regular
members, 20 subscription members, 16 honorary members,
9 consultants, 7 from The Netherlands.

Publications/Media:
For 2015, the Association issued the electronic and printed newsletter
titled «HeDA NEWS» in four (4) quarterly updates (NovemberMarch-July-October) addressed to all members and an important
number of organizations in Greece and the Netherlands.
We refreshed our website and social media presence and we have
created exposure opportunities for our members (ATTICA TV). V
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For Press Releases, Articles,
Advertisements & Subscriptions,
please contact Mrs. Konstantina
Oikonomou, Executive Secretary:
t +30 210 6166590, f +30 210 6166449
mail: heda@otenet.gr
website: www.heda.com.gr
Hellenic-Dutch Association,
18 Nik. Zekakou & K. Karamanli Str.
151 25 Maroussi, Attica, Greece

This edition is supported by:
ABN AMRO BANK, ΑΤΗΕΝΙΑΝ BREWERY, CARGLASS,
CORAL, FRIESLANDCAMPINA, INTERAMERICAN
(ACHMEA), KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES,
NN HELLAS, PHILIPS, UNILEVER & VIVECHROM
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• LOYALTY CLUB OF HEDA - MEMBER TO MEMBER OFFERS
http://www.heda.com.gr/members/member-to-member-offers-loyalty-club

All HEDA members have the opportunity to offer their services or products, at special
members’ rates, to other members of the Association. The offers will be posted on the
«Loyalty» page of our website: Loyalty Club Of Heda.
Send your offers now at heda@otenet.gr

• Facebook: www.facebook.com/hellenic.dutch.association
• Become A Member: http://www.heda.com.gr/members/become-a-member

